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Highlights: 

• The live case can contribute to futures education and to the future of education. 
• The values drawn are commensurate to those expected of scenario planning. 
• Cost-savings and quick outputs are also two important benefits. 
• However, the value drawn depends on critical reflection on behalf of stakeholders. 
• Business schools have added responsibilities when managing these engagements. 
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Abstract 

Strategists often employ consultants to gain insights from futures thinking. An alternative source is 

the lending of challenges to executive education participants. Here we assess the value derived by 

organisations who lend strategic challenges as live cases to business schools for the purpose of 

teaching scenario planning. We draw on data from 22 live cases spanning almost a decade. Lending 

organisations reap benefits commensurate to those expected of scenario planning in a cost-effective 

manner and over a short time-span. However, given the value drawn is dependent on critical 

reflection on behalf of stakeholders, it is important to set clear expectations and carefully manage 

the pedagogical engagement. This paper contributes to the literatures on rigour and relevance of 

knowledge co-production for futures education and the future of education. It offers practical 

guidance on how to improve the effectiveness of lending live cases in executive education. 
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Introduction  

Strategists regularly engage with business schools to gain insights. They do so in several 

ways – hiring professors as consultants, offering projects to MBA students, or lending issues they 

are grappling with to executive education programmes. Yet, given the vast amount of monies spent 

on executive education, it is important to assess what broader value such programmes produce (Kets 

de Vries & Korotov, 2007). An assessment of the outcome of futures education (Kazemier et al., 

2021), with a focus on practitioners rather than learners, can contribute to improving the  value that  

business schools produce (Paton & Wagner, 2014), and provide insights for improving decision-

making by practitioners (Ready et al., 1994; Pfeffer & Fong, 2002; Bennis & O'Toole, 2005; Culpin 

& Scott, 2012). Based on a practical rationality  inquiry (Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011), this paper 

helps explore “how organizational practices [in this case, practices resulting from the lending of live 

cases] are constituted and enacted by actors [i.e., those involved in the generation and use of live 

case studies]” (p. 339). As such, our study is driven by both scholarly and practical concerns.  

Regarding the scholarly concerns, management education has been criticised for the learning 

it cultivates and the type of managers it produces, with many aspects of this criticism manifested in 

the rigour-relevance debate (Mintzberg, 2004; Chia, 2005; Bennis & O’Toole, 2005; Tushman et 

al., 2007; Durand & Dameron, 2011; Klimoski & Amos, 2012). Criticism in particular is about how 

business schools impact, or fail to impact positively, on business (Chia, 2005; Mintzberg, 2004), 

society (Friedland & Jain, 2020), and leaders (Blass & Hayward, 2015). Király and Géring, the 

editors of a special issue on the 'Futures of Higher Education’ (2019) in this journal, suggested that 

in the face of an uncertain and high-risk future, universities should become more active in shaping 

their environment and being socially relevant. To do so, they proposed that higher education can 

revisit the methods they utilise in deciding how to teach. This is what this paper explores. 

Regarding the practical concerns, for organisations seeking effective, quick, and cost-
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effective means to source professional advice, lending their challenges as live cases can be a cost-

effective way to do so (Lebrón et al., 2020; Ramirez et al., 2020). Business schools have long 

attempted to bridge the academic-practitioner gap (de Man et al., 2020) by employing the case study 

method in their teaching (Copeland, 1958; Charlebois & von Massow, 2015) and sometimes also 

the live case study (Markulis, 1985; Kennedy et al., 2001; Rashford & De Figueiredo, 2010). Lebrón 

et al. (2020) assessed the implementation of the live case in an undergraduate capstone strategic 

management course on student learning outcomes. They suggested that company executives “valued 

high-quality, creative student recommendations from strategic analyses” and that the executives 

“reported positive experiences—specifically impressed with student performance quality and have 

wanted to participate again” (p.85). While, existing research has discussed the benefits of the live 

case method for the learners (e.g. Lincoln, 2006; McWilliams & Nahavandi, 2006; Lebrón et al., 

2020; Cummins & Johnson, 2021), empirical research on what value such engagements produce for 

the strategists lending the live case has been so far limited and some of it rather anecdotal (e.g. 

Richardson & Ginter, 1998; Roth & Smith, 2009; Rashford & de Figueiredo, 2011; Hough et al., 

2014); and thus it is in this way that this paper both breaks new ground and fills a gap in the literature.  

We reflect on how strategists and business schools can cooperate to extract mutual 

advantage from an established pedagogical technique to improve futures education and at the same 

time offer greater impact on society by shaping the future of education. The research question we 

explored is: “What value is produced for organisations who lend strategic challenges as live cases 

to business schools?” To conduct our study, we investigated 22 live cases used in 15 iterations 

spread over nine years of an award-winning executive education programme in scenario planning 

(SP henceforth) offered at the business school of a large, research-intensive and internationally 

recognised university. We employed a mixed methods research strategy to assess the perceived 

outcomes from the use of SP learned by participants for the strategists who lent their organisation’s 
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live case study, and who themselves were not programme participants (i.e., students in the 

classroom). We report on the data that we collected at the individual level from the live case 

strategists and from this database, we extend our interpretation to the value they generated in terms 

of addressing the strategic challenges of their respective organisation.  

Our paper contributes to the literature on rigour and relevance in management education 

(Tushman et al., 2007; Paton et al., 2014), particularly within the context of strategic management 

and executive education. Firstly, we explore the effects on the live case lender in strategic education. 

Secondly, we extend the notion of the typical partnership model beyond consultant and client 

(Broschak, 2015; Rogan & Sorenson, 2014) to also include the live case provider and the business 

school. Finally, by studying the effects of this partnership on the provider, we contribute to the 

literature on co-production of value between customer and supplier as this is experienced by the 

supplier (Ramirez, 1999) and contextualise this within the process of co-creation of knowledge 

(Antonacopoulou, 2009) in executive education in a way that has both rigour and relevance.  

Our paper is organised as follows: the next section reviews the literatures of two relevant 

streams of research – rigour and relevance in management education, and the teaching of strategy 

for impact. We then outline the methodology we used in our study and present the results drawn 

from quantitative and qualitative methods. This is followed by a discussion on the contribution our 

findings make to theory and practice, including suggestions for future research and key conclusions. 

 

Literature Review 

The Rigour-Relevance Gap in Management Education 

Much has been written on how to increase the impact of business schools (e.g. Currie et al., 

2010; Pettigrew, 2011; MacIntosh et al., 2017) and on how to better link rigour and relevance (e.g. 

Starkey & Madan, 2001; Hodgkinson & Starkey 2011; Butler et al., 2015, Rajagopalan, 2019; 
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Ramirez et al, 2020). Scholars have noted that management academics are failing to deploy the state-

of-the-art research they produce in their teaching (Wren et al., 2007; Klimoski & Amos, 2012; 

Anderson et al., 2017a), despite the potential positive impacts this might accrue (e.g. Baruch, 2009; 

Gamble and Jelley, 2014; Lewicki, 2013).  

One way to address this multi-faceted set of issues is to bring practice into education. 

Attempts to do so range from individual academics inviting practitioners to deliver talks in their 

classroom to much bigger initiatives such as the British Academy of Management’s Management 

Knowledge and Education programme which has sought to advance innovative research and 

practices in management education and learning (Anderson et al., 2017a; 2017b). Huff and Huff 

(2001) called for greater business co-sponsorship of management education. The value of such a 

partnership can be significant. Innovation in teaching can lead to greater value and relevance for 

organisations (Bridgman et al., 2016). It can also have positive effects on stakeholders beyond those 

in academia (Bridgman et al., 2016; Pettigrew & Starkey, 2016). As such, Anderson et al. (2019a: 

14) recommend that "we should aspire as a management learning community to have an impact on 

the broader, international socio-economic environment".  

The rigour-relevance relationship debate has been informed with various perspectives, such 

as a critical realist approach (Syed et al., 2010), a social constructionist approach (Ramsey, 2011) 

and a co-creation or co-production approach (Antonacopoulou, 2009). What is unique -we believe- 

about our study is that instead of focusing on the rigour and relevance relations on management 

research, we focus on the potential impact that the links between rigour and relevance can have in 

management education for external organisations (Antonacopoulou, 2009; Jarzabkowski et al., 

2013; Anderson et al., 2017a). Our study comes to – at least partly – answer Anderson’s et al. (2019) 

call for management education that refocuses on relevance to practice. It also reinvigorates Raelin’s 
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(1994) suggestion to draw on the strengths of both professional education and action learning to 

improve the quality of management education.  

The evaluation we offer in this paper is aligned with calls over the last two decades for more 

emphasis in studying impact in management education. This applies both within and beyond the 

boundaries of business schools. Examples include Pfeffer and Fong’s (2002) call for carrying out 

more systematic assessments of business schools’ ‘products’, and Turnbull and Denyer’s (2009) 

plea for more papers on the design, delivery and evaluation of executive education and development. 

It can also serve as an exemplar for Pettigrew and Starkey’s (2016) observed need for more studies 

that assess how management education can impact practitioners and practices beyond academia. 

Studies, such as ours, can help better define the future of higher education in generating evidence 

on the value of alternative forms of teaching methods and of organisational engagement with 

stakeholders in society (Blass & Hayward, 2015; Király & Géring, 2019). 

Ready et al. (1994) assessed the need for executive development programmes to be more 

tightly integrated into enhancing corporate competitiveness. Other studies have attempted to unpack 

the gaps in management education relating to strategy and ways to address them. For instance, Bell 

and Loon (2015) investigated the effects of simulations of strategic change to develop critical 

thinking skills for students, as did Lovelace et al., (2016) – specifically in teaching strategy through 

SP. As it will be consequently presented, we have found that one subject through which management 

education can have a significant impact outside the business school boundaries is SP, as 

organisations increasingly question their role and competitiveness in multiple, uncertain futures 

(Ramirez et al., 2021).  

The SP programme we study follows the intuitive logics approach (Bradfield et al., 2005). 

Scenarios are developed through a process of learning (van der Heijden et al., 2002), are created 

through disciplined imagination (Weick, 1989), are plausible and equally probable (Ramirez and 
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Selin, 2014), and are described through creative storytelling, pictures, and video (Bradfield et al., 

2005). In the intuitive logics approach a scenario team within the organisation generally carries out 

the scenario development process (Bradfield et al., 2005). After the team identifies critical factors, 

trends or uncertainties that impact on the transactional environment, the intuitive logics approach 

suggests the possibility of involving "remarkable people" who can provide insights into the 

identified factors and trends (Wright et al., 2013). Their job is to help the users to challenge their 

organisation's business-as-usual thinking (Wright et al., 2013). We further build on, and extend, 

work in this area. 

Teaching Strategy through the Live Case 

The limits of teaching strategy with the traditional case study approach have been often noted 

in the strategy literature. Ginsberg and Morecroft (1997) observed that the traditional case study 

approach cannot grasp the complexity of strategy-making, particularly through a theoretically-

focussed and abstract approach to learning (Greiner et al., 2003). Scholars have also expressed 

concerns about the value and validity of written case studies in management education (Argyris, 

1980; Stonham, 1995; Shugan, 2006; Raelin, 2009; Bridgman et al., 2016; McDonald, 2017).  

A less abstract approach and an alternative form to the so-called “Harvard case” one is the 

live case study method - a form of experiential (Kolb, 1984) or action-based approach to learning 

(Reynolds & Vince, 2007). Scholars have found that the live case can make management teaching 

a craft rooted in action (Bailey & Ford, 1996; Roth & Smith, 2009) to help diversify learning format 

(Stewart & Winn, 1996; Dean & Fornaciari, 2002; Garvin, 2007; Mesny, 2013; Alstete & Beutell, 

2016). Different versions of live case studies (Markulis, 1985; Kennedy et al., 2001; Rashford & De 

Figueiredo, 2010) have appeared in academia. They include the project method approach (Malhotra 

et al., 1989), client-sponsored student projects (Ramocki, 1987), and experiential learning and 

teaching (Kolb, 1984; Kayes, 2002; Kolb & Kolb, 2005; Reynolds & Vince, 2007).  
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The literature on the epistemology of learning in management suggests four components: 

action, cognition, reflection, and experience (Kayes, 2002). The action approach changes behaviour 

(Argyris & Schon, 1978; Schon, 1983); cognition changes thinking (Klein; 1998; Senge, 1990); 

reflection, like cognition, changes thinking but acts in a more holistic level and is sometimes more 

critical (Reynolds, 1999; Vince, 1998); and experience produces emotional change (Kolb, 1984; 

Nonaka, 1994). The programme we study ascribes largely to the experiential learning approach as 

outlined in Kolb’s (1984) Experiential Learning Theory (ELT). ELT has influenced a diverse range 

of management topics (Kayes, 2002), strategy development (Van der Heijden, 1996), and the design 

of management education (Lengnick-Hall & Sanders, 1997). For purposes of this study on the 

impact on live-case clients, we focus on the action-based component of ELT to centre on the learning 

which helps to address organisational problems so that it results in some specific and useful action. 

Live cases have been applied in several subject areas, reportedly more frequently in 

marketing (e.g. Little et al., 2008; Bove & Davies, 2009; Hunt & Smith, 2018) and strategy (e.g. 

Richardson & Ginter, 1998; Rashford & de Figueiredo, 2011; Culpin & Scott, 2012; Hough et al., 

2014) than in other business school subject areas. The effectiveness of live cases has been studied 

with regard to MBA and other Master's students (e.g. Charlebois & von Massow, 2015; Flynn & 

McCarthy, 2016), professional accounting students (e.g. Weil et al., 2004), executive MBAs (e.g. 

Rashford & de Figueiredo, 2011), executive education participants (e.g. Culpin & Scott, 2012) and 

undergraduate students (e.g. Elam & Spotts, 2004; Gundala et al., 2014). Yet, only a few studies 

have explored the perceived satisfaction of executives lending their organisational challenges as live 

cases. Ramocki (1987) studied the use of live cases in teaching marketing. Roth and Smith (2009) 

studied strategy and asked clients about the general usefulness of the engagement, concluding that 

future research can assess “measurable results [that] can be achieved through the use of live cases” 

(p.64). Other writings on the use of the live case in teaching strategy (e.g. Richardson & Ginter, 
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1998; Rashford & de Figueiredo, 2011; Hough et al., 2014) offer only anecdotal evidence from live 

case clients on the value they have derived themselves.  

Little has changed since Culpin and Scott (2012: 567) suggested that “[a]t this current time 

there are no studies in the literature that report the effectiveness of using a live case study 

methodology with executive education participants”. For instance, Daly and Sequeira (2018) 

evaluated one specific live case – referring to it as the CEO intervention method – from the 

perspective of the students and facilitators as well as  from the perspective of the CEO. Recent 

research (Ramirez et al. 2021) suggests that investments in education for strategists do pay off. 

However, this study was based on an executive education design which positioned both the live case 

lender and the other learners as being in the classroom together. Instead, here we assess the value 

that SP imparts to strategists who lend their challenge as live cases but are not themselves classroom 

participants. We develop the following propositions regarding the benefits offered to live case 

clients by SP:  

P1. Strategists who lend their strategy challenges for use as live cases drew benefits 

commensurate with those cited in the scenario planning literature. 

P2. The original purpose and expectations strategists had when they lent their live cases were 

met. 

The first proposition lends to ascertaining whether the benefits deemed to be important in 

the literature were realised in these concrete cases, and the second proposition helps to assess to 

what extent the benefits were in fact actually realised.  An investigation into these concerns helps to 

determine the actual value produced when using strategic challenges as live cases in futures 

education, with SP being one specific strategy methodology being taught in executive education. 

The investigation may also reveal insights into how to improve the future of education. 
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In summary, the above literature review allows one to conclude that there is only limited 

knowledge on what value live case strategists obtain from the outputs produced by participants in 

executive education programmes where learning is based on their live case. We therefore set out to 

assess the value of the live case method by exploring how executives who are not in the classroom, 

but ‘own and lend’ the live case study to those in the classroom, benefit from scholarly impact 

(Hutchings et al., 2011; Aguinis et al., 2012; 2014; Gamble & Jelley, 2014; Lovelace et al., 2016; 

Anderson et al., 2017a). Thus, this research studies impact, but does so by extending its focus beyond 

the closed boundaries of a business school classroom.  

 

Methods 

According to Pettigrew and Starkey (2016), a micro study, such as ours, on the design of teaching 

for impact on stakeholders outside the classroom can help scholars to extend the scope of 

management education impact. For the purpose of this study we conducted a post-programme 

evaluation of a SP programme through mixed methods.  

Study Context 

The Scenario Planning Programme (SpP henceforth) that we studied is an executive 

development course offered by an internationally leading Business School and attended by senior 

strategists and policy makers from national and international companies, government and inter-

governmental agencies, NGO’s, as well as academics and consultants. It is specifically designed to 

have global outreach – a focus that more and more business schools have been expected to have in 

their teaching (Currie et al., 2010; Doh, 2010). The programme received a pedagogical award from 

a leading UK-based management research society for its original contribution to bridging knowledge 

and practice.  
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 As the programme has followed the same format year-on-year, it offers a laboratory-like 

research setting which makes it possible to compare live cases with each other in each iteration of 

the programme (two or three live cases used each time) and across iterations. The learning setting 

remains highly comparable (same core faculty, same premises, same format), although each iteration 

does have some unique elements (different cases, different participants, and different group 

facilitators, new scholarship on SP being added each time). Each SpP iteration involves at least one 

public or non-profit organisation and one private firm. The profile of organisations is outlined in 

Table 1 (non-disclosure agreements limit our ability to divulge firm- or organisation-specific 

information). The live case requires the physical presence by at least two and up to five live case 

professionals (with a minimum of one per live case, per group), including the strategist who owns 

the challenge and who will do something with the input produced by SpP participants. Each live 

case study is worked on by one or two groups of seven participants over the course of a week. Each 

group is aided by a facilitator and the faculty. The same SP methodology is used across all cases to 

help them and the participants to better engage with the conundrum lent by the live case strategist. 

However, each challenge brought by each strategist is unique. Potential live cases are interviewed 

ahead of the programme by the faculty who outline the school’s expectations for learning and seek 

to understand the strategists’ expectations, too.  

–Insert Table 1 about here– 

Prior to the programme, the strategists prepare a case brief of about 10-15 pages which is 

based on a template designed by the programme faculty and allowing to standardise the case 

structure. The strategists make an in-person presentation of the live case challenge to the participants 

on the first day of teaching (Monday). On the second half of that afternoon they share their 

appreciation of the context within which the challenge is placed and provide details about their 

organisation. This is followed by interaction with the participants over drinks and dinner that same 
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evening. A follow-up one-hour teleconference is held on Wednesday afternoon, and then the 

strategists return on Friday morning (last day of SpP) to assess the results produced by participants. 

The engagement typically involves the transfer of SP outputs – in the form of scenarios as well as 

proposed strategic options – to the strategists, as developed by participants.  

Figure 1 outlines a depiction of the programme design showing the interactions between 

faculty, classroom participants and live case strategists. At the core of SpP is an intellectual ‘barter’ 

between the live case strategist, the faculty and the participants to form shared learning and an 

inquiring system. Throughout the programme, the barter involves engaged scholarship via 

continuous exchange of knowledge, reflection, and information between three key stakeholders 

(faculty, participants and live case strategists). This barter is centred on furthering practical and 

academic knowledge and is manifested as experiential learning (Kolb, 1984) for both the 

participants and the strategists who lend the live case.  

–Insert Figure 1 about here– 

Data Collection 

We employed a mixed methods approach utilising both quantitative and qualitative data. The 

data was sourced from the case briefs, from the live case presentations to students, from an online 

survey, and from follow-up telephone interviews. Our data set covers 31 live cases over 15 iterations 

of the programme over a nine-year period from 2007. The programme began being delivered in 2004 

and by 2007 its pedagogical design had become established. From the 31 live cases, we removed 

duplicate live case strategists (five organisations who repeated the experience at least once with 

different live case challenges each time) resulting to a list of 26 unique organisations.  

The informed consent for our data gathering assured all respondents that no information 

would be attributed to any specific organisation, which we have abided by in the presentation of the 

results. Eight cases requested to remain completely anonymous. Of the rest, we do not identify any 
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of the findings to any specific company or organisation, but can say that they included blue chip FT, 

NYSE, and Dax companies, well known national and international NGO’s, and major health and 

public service providers. 

For recruiting live case strategists for the purpose of this study, we sent a letter of invitation 

to participate in this research, an information sheet outlining the research and its objectives, a survey, 

and an interview protocol. For saturation purposes (Corbin & Strauss, 2008) we tried to include as 

many of these 26 live case strategists covering nine years of the programme. According to Saunders 

and Townsend (2016), for homogeneous populations, about 20-30 responses should offer 

meaningful insights. We followed up survey respondents over a six-month period and received 

responses from 22 out of 26 live case strategists, representing an 85% response rate. Four live cases 

were unresponsive because the company or division ceased to operate, or the strategist had changed 

jobs or left the organisation. 

The online survey questionnaire (see Appendix) consisted of quantitative (Likert scale 

responses) as well as qualitative, open-ended questions addressed to the live case strategists. 

Respondents submitted their responses after providing informed consent, knowing that they could 

withdraw at any time. The closed questions focused on live case strategists’ expectations versus 

reported actual benefits as drawn from the experiential knowledge derived from the programme. In 

the survey we listed 13 benefits identified from the SP literature. Five SpP faculty and five 

facilitators reviewed and tested the first draft of the survey, which allowed to further refine the closed 

and open-ended questions as well as the scale.  Both sets of questions about the expected and actual 

benefits derived from SP were asked at the same time during one sitting of administering the survey. 

Through the open-ended questions, we solicited whether there were benefits that had not 

been covered in the closed-ended survey questions. These questions also provided respondents the 

opportunity to elaborate on their understanding of benefits they could have obtained from lending 
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their live case. Responses addressed issues such as the original expectation of the SpP, how it was 

met or changed, the benefits drawn from the engagement, and the investments made in further SP 

work after the programme ended. In addition to the qualitative data drawn from the open-ended 

questions, we conducted follow-up telephone interviews with five live case strategists whose survey 

responses were unclear, ambiguous or difficult to understand (e.g. when a live case strategist 

reported overall high satisfaction with the programme yet gave low scores to it, or vice versa).  

The qualitative data from the documents comprised of 221 pages from case briefs and 399 

slides from presentation decks. The open-ended responses to the survey amounted to around 3,500 

words (approximately 12 pages), and the notes from the interviews amounted to about 1,000 words 

(3 pages). The live case briefs were used to draw out the original purpose and expected benefits and 

these were matched with the list of 13 benefits evaluated in the survey. We also mapped the closed-

ended responses with the open-ended responses to identify any discrepancies in completing the 

survey. 

Survey Design  

The survey was designed to test the value for strategists from the outputs generated from the 

programme. SP, as a practice and a method, informs robust strategic thinking, decision making, and 

strategic implementation (Wack, 1985; Schoemaker, 1995; Bradfield et al., 2005), particularly under 

conditions of turbulence, uncertainty, novelty and/or ambiguity (Ramirez et al., 2010). The 

assessment of the benefits of SP can be difficult to establish, as SP has been credited by influential 

scenario practitioners and scholars as being more an art than science (Schwartz, 1996; van der 

Heijden, 2005). As mentioned earlier, to ascertain what value the executives actually obtained, we 

identified 13 possible benefits discussed in the SP literature as associated with the use of SP and 

incorporated these in our survey questionnaire. These are very diverse and range from correcting 
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decision-making biases (Schoemaker, 1993; 1995; Chermack, 2004) to supporting more effective 

learning (de Geus, 1988; van der Heijden, 2005), and building new social capital (Lang, 2012). 

–Insert Table 2 about here– 

Findings 

 Before we proceed to explain the results of our work, we wish to explain briefly what we 

mean by outputs, benefits, values, and outcomes. For the purpose of the study, we define outputs as 

the scenarios produced by students from their SP activity. We define benefits as the 13 uses of 

scenarios as per the SP literature. We define values as the degree to which the expectations of 

strategists were met. Finally, we define outcomes as the results of the pedagogical engagement for 

either the strategist’s organisation, the learners in the classroom, or the business school. 

Descriptive statistics for both the expected and actual responses from the 22 cases against 13 

possible benefits are shown in Table 3. We present the results in two sections: first, the quantitative 

data from the survey and second, the qualitative data from the survey, the live case briefs, the 

presentations, and the telephone interviews.  

Quantitative Data  

We sought to identify conceptual links among the 13 identified benefits from the literature 

and checked whether research participants’ responses in the survey related to these categories. We 

conducted Principal Component Factor Analysis and Spearman correlations for ordinal data. The 

correlation matrices for expected and actual responses are shown in Tables 4a and 4b. In the 

expected correlations Table 4a, we can see that some of the correlations are quite high suggesting 

that these could be reduced to principal factors.  

–Insert Tables 3, 4a, 4b about here– 

We identified four factors and found two of them to be significantly correlated to most of 

the variables. Further reduction using a Varimax rotation was made easier by maximizing the 
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variance of the squared factors loadings by column. The loadings in Table 5a show that the main 

factors are F1 which we interpret as manifesting decision-making and F2 as relating to improved 

understanding. The factor pattern after the Varimax rotation for both expected and actual responses 

in Table 5b confirm this result. We thus found that two overarching themes matter the most for the 

live case strategists: better understanding the challenge (questions 1 - 4) and better decision-making 

(questions 5-13). 

–Insert Tables 5a and 5b about here– 

 We compared the benefits expected before the programme began to the (reported) actual 

benefits realised after the SpP experience by evaluating change scores for each of the 13 variables. 

Table 6 shows the comparison between the expected and actual benefits from the responses of each 

live case strategist, indicating a difference or change of scores in percentage points, for each of the 

13 individual benefits derived from the SP literature.  

–Insert Table 6 about here– 

Due to our small sample size, we aggregated the data across all responses for each of the five 

options on the Likert scale, which allowed us to apply Chi-square test. Table 7a exhibits the non-

parametric Chi-square test results from the comparison between aggregated expected benefits and 

actual benefits. The Chi-square was significant at the 5% level, suggesting a statistically significant 

difference between the expected and actual values. We then merged the scale 1 (‘not at all’) and 

scale 2 (‘little’) scores, which again revealed that the actual values were lower than the expected 

ones (see Table 7b). In the same way, merging the remaining scale 3, 4 and 5 scores together revealed 

that the actual values obtained were lower than the expected values.  

–Insert Tables 7a and 7b about here– 

The following findings stand out from Table 6: for three of the 13 different types of benefit 

obtained from SP, the scores the live case strategists gave when they filled out the survey or 
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responded to interviews were equal to the scores they gave to expected benefits, meaning that the 

live case outcomes met their expectations; for ten of the 13 SP benefits the scores for the actual 

benefits were lower than those given for the expected benefits, meaning that the outcomes fell short 

of their expectations.  

Three benefits where live case strategists felt SpP met their expectations relate to reframing 

and restructuring outcomes: helping them reframe their and/or their organisation’s understanding of 

the issue at hand (Wilkinson & Ramirez, 2010); helped expand or reconfigure their stakeholder 

network (Lang, 2012); and helped them to build new social capital (Lang, 2012). 

The four most sought-after expected types of SP benefits were: to get a glimpse of what 

possible futures might look like (Bunn & Salo, 1993), with 18 of the 22 live cases expecting such a 

benefit and 16 live case strategists actually experiencing it; to improve the quality of one’s strategic 

conversation (Bradfield et al., 2005; van der Heijden, 2005), with 15 of the 22 live case strategists  

expecting and 13 actually experiencing this benefit; to gather insights on one’s strategy and on the 

assumptions behind it (Schoemaker, 1993; 1995; Schwartz, 1996), with 13 of the 22 cases expecting 

this benefit and an equal number experiencing this benefit; to surface assumptions and make them 

discussable (Wack, 1985), with 10 of the 22 cases expecting this benefit and 6 live case strategists 

experiencing it.  

The three least valued benefits from SP in the classroom reported in the survey were: to 

assess values that are in dispute (Ramirez and Wilkinson, 2016), with two of 22 live case strategists 

expecting this benefit and one actually experiencing it; to contribute towards changing team roles 

(Islei et al., 1999), with three of 22 live case strategists expecting this benefit and four experiencing 

it; to correct decision-making biases (Schoemaker, 1993; 1995; Chermack, 2004), with five of 22 

expecting this benefit and two actually experiencing it. Consequently, respondents reported having 

derived little value from the SpP in terms of assessing values that were in dispute, changing team 
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roles, or correcting decision-making biases, but this is because this is not what they sought in the 

first place. Interestingly, this suggests that participants’ least valued benefits were those where some 

sort of disruption incurred in terms of either the agreed values or team roles or decision-making 

direction. 

Despite realising some lower than expected benefits, overall, the findings suggest that most 

live case lenders found having lent the case valuable. In keeping some of these benefits in mind, the 

majority (70%) of the respondents said they would be willing to “recommend others to lend their 

live case to the SP” and indeed, several live case strategists have returned to the programme with 

new organisational challenges. The results here support our Proposition 1: i.e., that live strategists 

did draw benefits commensurate with the benefits cited in the SP literature.   

Qualitative Data 

The qualitative data we gathered from the case briefs, presentation decks, the open-ended 

questions in the survey, and the five interviews helped us to corroborate and enrich the insights we 

drew from the quantitative findings. We mapped all open-ended responses from the survey in 

terms of how well they fit into each of the 13 possible values and set these out in Table 8. We 

found examples of 11 of the 13 benefits in the open-ended responses participants provided. As 

stated above, the two exceptions where no responses matched were: “To assess values that are in 

dispute” and “To contribute towards changing team roles” – again, not surprising given that these 

were not objectives that strategists lending the case sought in the first place. They also signify 

benefits that involved some level of disruption for their context and therefore perhaps not an 

avenue they would want to pursue. 

Our analyses of the case briefs showed that the most numerous benefits sought in the original 

briefs –with 14 of the 22 cases having referenced these in their briefs– were “To gather insights on 

your strategy and on the assumptions behind it” followed by seven cases seeking “To get a glimpse 
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of what possible futures might look like”; and three cases desiring to “To build new social capital”. 

 On the open-ended survey question which solicited whether there were benefits that were 

not included in our literature-based survey (question 14, Table 3), we found no significant benefits 

obtained, or expected, beyond the 13 benefits already listed. This confirmed that our compilation of 

benefits to strategists based on our literature review produced a broad set of possible actual SP 

benefits. This further supports our Proposition 1 that strategists who lend their live cases and their 

organisations tend to draw benefits that are commensurate with the benefits from SP cited in the 

literature. 

–Insert Table 8 about here–  

 We also drew insights on our two research propositions from the open-ended responses, and 

from the follow-up interviews. Our study reveals that for the majority of live case strategists (20 of 

22) the opportunity to lend a live case to SpP helped their organisations. It improved their 

understanding of the challenge which they lent to SpP, informed their decision-making by offering 

them insights into possible futures, improved their strategic conversations, and /or helped change 

assumptions or made them more salient. Live case strategists also reported that they found the live 

case experience helpful in reframing their issues, they became more energised about SP work, and 

– for some – SpP even changed how they work within their organisation. The live case strategists 

found the SpP – with its educational and experiential learning setting – to be a safe environment 

within which they considered the possibility of ‘failure’ (i.e., not to get something out of the 

experience) to be almost risk-free and considered lending their case to be an opportunity for being 

more openly challenged without fear of organisational repercussions (Wright et al., 2013). For 

instance, one strategist said:  

“… we wanted the scenarios to stretch our thinking, to be a challenge to our strategy, and 
(these sessions) did that.” (Case 4: large, UK-based, for-profit) 
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New directions or opportunities which live case strategists undertook because of lending live 

cases to SpP include restructuring their planning, such as setting up a team dedicated to SP, a 

broadened scope of SP activities, and becoming more aware of plausible futures that were until then 

overlooked. For example, an organisation created a dedicated SP team. One of the participants 

explained:  

“The scenarios encouraged us to develop a team to focus on this function. The scenarios, 
with their focus on geo-strategic developments, also encouraged us to focus to a great extent 
on this dimension of foresight planning.” (Case 1: large, non-UK, non-profit) 
 

A key strength from executives’ experience of lending their organisation as a live case has 

been how cost-effective the SP activity became for most of them, as it required minimal cost as 

compared to employing expensive SP consultant advice. One strategist said:  

“In reality the investment in participating was fairly low compared to the value [received]... 
The cost was probably equivalent to running a consumer focus group. The benefit was both 
in training - understanding better the approaches and techniques of scenarios activity - and 
in having a group of senior execs applying their expertise to our problem.” (Case 19: small, 
UK-based, non-profit) 
 
For another set of live case strategists, the value for money of this engagement related not 

only to avoiding the cost of consultancy fees but also the cost of management time. One strategist 

explained:  

“The alternative would have been many hours of very expensive consultancy and senior 
management time to get to those conclusions.” (Case 22: large, non-UK, for-profit)    
 
What makes much of this engagement to be more affordable is the barter approach that 

underpins the interactions between the school and the live case strategist. It serves as a useful 

arrangement for engaging disparate stakeholders for mutual benefit, even if on a few occasions this 

appears to have been inadequate. One live case strategist felt that it: 

“… seemed as if there was not adequate engagement before the programme to correctly 
prepare for appropriate use of the work.” (Case 12: large, non-UK, for-profit) 
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Conversely, another strategist said that:  

“… the extensive preparation, the brief we prepared, the conversations prior to our 
presentations helped sharpen our focus.  The scenarios (results) themselves gave our non-
profit perspective a healthy dose of review by the for-profit world.” (Case 10: large, non-
UK, non-profit) 
 
In comparing expected benefits with actual ones, where our findings indicate that the two 

coincided, the live case strategists felt that these were benefits most often associated with reframing 

or better understanding the challenge due to the SP intervention. This only partly confirms our 

Proposition 2, that is, that the original purpose and expectations of the strategists were met.  

This finding suggests that further improvement in the design and implementation of the live 

case method is warranted in order to better close the gap between live case strategists’ initial purpose 

in lending cases and the actual results they obtain. An important finding in terms of potential for 

further improvement is that we found that where the purpose for lending a live case was clear, there 

was a higher correlation with a clear benefit having been derived from the lending of the case. 

Conversely, where the purpose was less clear or unclear, the actual benefits reportedly derived from 

lending the live case were also unclear and/or low. So, focusing on the exact purpose in lending a 

case seems to be accompanied with obtaining better results.  

The question of whose purpose is being met immediately or for the long-term can change. It 

is either an event which stops after the scenarios have been developed or is a longer process which 

sustains through continuous iteration. Users must in any case be directly involved in the engagement 

for it to be useful to them and, if not, then the SP fails to be as useful as intended. One case was 

represented by someone on behalf of someone else in the company, with underwhelming results: 

"The real client (user) did not come and there was insufficient engagement both with the 
main person who was supposed to come and with me (who did come)." (Case 12: large, non-
UK, for-profit) 
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A further possible explanation regarding the gap between expected and actual benefits – 

beyond lack of clarity in the purpose of lending a case, as reported by some survey participants – 

appears to be the limited (one week-long) timespan devoted to the issue within an executive 

education setting. This time span is shorter than what would have been the case in a professional or 

commercial SP activity. One live case strategist said for instance that:  

“… the short preparation time the participants have to dive into the topic proves to be 
limiting for deriving tangible scenarios outcomes.” (Case 3: large, non-UK, non-profit) 
 
It should be noted that there are merits, too, in compressing the live case in one week for 

teaching and learning particularly in executive education (Hough et al., 2014), such as reduced costs 

for organisations and for them to allow time-off for their busy executives to partake in dedicated 

learning programmes. The one-week duration also allows for quicker outputs to be available to 

strategists who lend challenges that require urgent attention. 

In addition to the limited time, the greater focus on participants’ learning rather than on 

developing complete and comprehensive outputs for the strategists may explain some other unmet 

expectations. An example of this is a live case strategist who said that:  

“… the outputs (we received) could have been more comprehensive to share with people 
back at the (home organisation)”. (Case 17: large, UK-based, non-profit) 
 
Indeed, success is not always guaranteed, as is also the case in real-life scenario planning 

interventions (Healy & Hodgkinson, 2008). A couple of the clients deemed the scenarios were too 

far-fetched. Here, it looks like the programme participants did not fully understand what had been 

most relevant and important to the organisation. One of these clients claimed: 

 "The whole exercise is helpful, in terms of considering multiple outcomes and to develop 
new mindset. However, difficulty was the extreme scenarios, which were too far-fetched and 
the participants’ lack of knowledge of the complexity of the organisation." (Case 3: large, 
non-UK, non-profit) 
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A non-profit organisation felt the time horizon was too drawn out into the future to be useful 

to them. A follow-up interview suggested the organisation was focused on short-term and/or specific 

questions which were not well-informed by the scenario set which the participants produced: 

"It was too horizon scanning to be useful for our immediate objectives. It was good to get 
the conversation going, but the content was not helpful... I think the limitation of this use to 
small charity comes from the nature of the scenarios process." (Case 20: small, UK-based, 
non-profit) 
 
Follow-up telephone calls with this charity and another one who did not find the outputs as 

useful as they had expected suggested they were focused on immediate strategy development 

concerns which failed to be informed by the insights that the scenario planning exercise provided. 

Tapinos (2011) pointed out that there is a clear distinction in the two stages when scenarios are 

developed and then strategy is developed thereafter. The one-week long duration of the SpP 

combined with the focus on developing scenarios suggests the expectations of the clients should be 

managed carefully.  

In conclusion based on our quantitative and qualitative analysis we found that while our 

Proposition 1 has been confirmed (i.e., both the strategists who lend their live cases and their 

organisations appear to draw benefits commensurate with the benefits that the SP literature cites), 

our Proposition 2 (i.e., that the original purpose and expectations of the strategists were met) has 

been only partly confirmed. 

 

Discussion 

While Ramirez et al. (2021) showed that partnerships between business schools and outside 

organisations can bring value to all those who participate in the programme, including the consulting 

partner, here we have shown how this partnership can provide value specifically to those strategists 

who only lend live cases. The 10 out of 13 lower than expected results compared to expected benefits 
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drawn from the programme also support Bradfield et al.’s (2015) suggestion that having a clear 

purpose can increase the potential value of an SP intervention. Although live case selection should 

favour those who are enthusiastic (Ramocki, 1987; Lopez & Lee, 2005), having live case strategists 

with unrealistic expectations or objectives is of course unadvisable. 

The fact that expectations were on several occasions not met as much as had been desired in 

the programme that we examined reinforces the need to carry out assessments of executive education 

programmes to better understand how to improve them. Only in doing so, and in finding potential 

gaps and areas for improvement can genuine steps "be taken to revise the curriculum content or 

delivery methods” (Costigan & Brink, 2015: 274) and to overcome some of the criticisms business 

education faces. 

The methodological orientation of intuitive logics indicates that the insights and learning 

arising from the scenario development process can sometimes be more important than the reliability 

of the scenarios themselves (Bradfield et al., 2005). Consequently, scenarios support the learning 

which in turn informs the process of decision-making – they do not directly result in decision-

making (Wright et al., 2013). In the SpP, the scenarios offered insights that were deemed to be useful 

for reframing and reperceiving (Ramirez and Wilkinson, 2016; Tapinos, 2011), which in turn help 

decision making and strategy development but had no direct causal link to decision-making.  

A key difference in the SpP engagement which we studied in comparison to the broader set 

of intuitive logics approaches is that the client did not pre-determine critical factors, trends or 

uncertainties before involving "remarkable people" (Wright et al., 2013). In this study, the 

remarkable people are partly represented by the executive students in the classroom who are 

developing scenarios for the client. It does occasionally happen that midway through the 

programme, usually on the Wednesday during the second call between the client and the executives, 

that the client co-identifies or reinforces the critical factors identified by the executives. 
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Nevertheless, concerning the live case method as a pedagogic approach, our empirical 

findings provide evidence on the extended effects this method can offer, particularly to make 

rigorous strategy teaching more relevant. Respondents valued the insights from the outputs of SP to 

be largely commensurate with those we identified in the literature. However, for lending 

organisations two important benefits of the live case method are significant – cost-savings and quick 

outputs – compared to the considerable expenses of dedicating many person-days of their own staff 

and hiring outside consultants (Banjo, 2009). We discuss what implications these findings have for 

scholarship and practice.  

Implications for Scholars 

As mentioned in the introduction, the ongoing debate about relating rigour and relevance in 

management education (Aram & Salipante, 2003; Tushman et al., 2007; Hodgkinson & Starkey, 

2011; Thorpe et al., 2011; Aguinis et al., 2014) is here extended from a focus on research to one on 

pedagogy. By assessing the value from SP pedagogy to practitioners, we contribute to the literature 

on rigour-relevance in business education (Mintzberg, 2004; Starkey & Madan, 2011) by 

showcasing how and what can be obtained by those who engage with academia (Tushman et al., 

2007; Paton et al, 2014). This can inform the future of education and extend the impact beyond 

constrained visions of future needs (Gayá & Brydon-Miller, 2017), in this case by opening 

engagement models in management education to stakeholders outside the classroom and as such 

maximise the impact of management education beyond the traditional research and teaching paths. 

This can also inform different ways to impart futures education (Kazemier et al., 2021).  

Our research suggests that rigour and relevance via teaching and learning (and not just in 

research) can help business schools to engage with and have an impact to a wider array of 

stakeholders. This matters as it is through greater community involvement that management 

education, and generally higher education, can serve as an active agent in shaping the future society 
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(Király & Géring, 2019). Overall, this paper lends support on how it is possible to meet the 

increasing expectations from different stakeholders that management education can (and should) 

have enhanced practical impact for companies and society (Thomas & Ambrosini, 2021). As such, 

extending and enhancing the impact from pedagogical activities to strategists can help business 

schools gain greater legitimacy about their role in business and society (Wilson & Thomas, 2012; 

Alajoutsijärvi et al., 2015; Pettigrew & Starkey, 2016) and therefore help attract more clients to what 

they can offer (Kovoor-Misra, 2020).  

We also contribute to the literature on co-production and co-creation of knowledge 

(Antonacopoulou, 2009; Thomas & Ambrosini, 2021) which may have a role in shaping alternative 

organisational forms for the future of higher education (Király & Géring, 2019). We have done this 

by extending the notion of the typical partnership model beyond consultant and client (Broschak, 

2015; Rogan & Sorenson, 2014) into a tripartite relationship among faculty, learners and live case 

lenders (where the learners serve as consultants and the faculty as facilitators). Along the lines of 

intensive business-to-business partnerships (Bettencourt et al., 2002; Rogan & Sorenson, 2014), we 

have shown there is promise also in business-school-to-business partnerships (Broschak, 2015) 

centred on pedagogy, not just research.  

Vaara (2011) and Aguinis et al. (2014) advocated for reflexive critique and a pluralist 

engagement between academics and business practitioners for knowledge co-production. SP is a 

strategy tool that requires both reflexivity and pluralism (Iden et al., 2017) and for both reasons is 

here found to be well-suited to live case pedagogy. Our findings support the idea that more 

transformational forms of learning can arise from new relationships between academia and the social 

environment (Toarniczky et al., 2019). We have demonstrated that live case studies are one 

pedagogic method through which such relationships and partnerships can form. Rigorous design of 

pedagogy in management education can make a difference to investments made by organisations 
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who engage with business schools (Paton & Wagner, 2014), which our findings suggest benefit from 

clear definition of purpose ex-ante.  

Engagements that are based on co-production or co-creation can impart value to strategists 

through partnerships in teaching (Ramirez et al., 2021). By design, the live case can help foster this 

partnership by mixing ‘the relative merits of practice-based and theory-based approaches to teaching 

strategic management’ (Grant, 2008: 276). Live cases can also help make teaching more innovative 

and can reduce the over-reliance on the traditional and static case method (Shugan, 2006; Mesny, 

2013; Alstete & Beutell, 2016; McDonald, 2017). A greater impact assessment, as for instance we 

have attempted to do so here, through the evaluation of outputs generated –  not just from research 

but also from the teaching and learning offered by business schools – is a sine qua non component 

of the greater effectiveness which novel pedagogic formats can bring about.  

Implications for Practice 

Our study confirms that pedagogical engagements with external organisations need to be 

critically designed and delivered (Currie et al., 2010). The process of using live case studies for 

generating and measuring outputs requires particular attention. If done with careful planning and 

evaluation, strategists could be better convinced to lend their challenges to business schools to 

remain competitive in an increasingly uncertain and turbulent world and can do so more affordably 

and speedily than when contracting ‘professional’ consultants. We provide some suggestions to both 

programme designers and strategists wishing to embark on such pedagogic partnerships. 

Our findings underline (as posited by Laukkanen et al., 2013; Daly, 2014; Charlebois & von 

Massow, 2015) that business school faculty and staff must invest a significant amount of time and 

effort in setting up and maintaining relationships with live case strategists to render the method 

effective. This requires that the leadership of business schools account for and acknowledge this 

added effort on behalf of faculty embarking on the use of the live case method and provide the 
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necessary resources to do so. Managing tensions in such multi-stakeholder-based pedagogy is 

critical to success (Lebrón et al., 2020) and cocreation of possible solutions (Sharma et al, 2022). 

Our findings in this study suggest that in order to obtain effective results, the live case strategists 

and faculty need to co-design the collaboration effectively by setting expectations and objectives 

clearly in advance. This observation further confirms prior research (Ramirez et al. (2021). Indeed, 

in line with better “joint planning for managing successful partnerships” (Bettencourt et al., 2002: 

104-5), we found that areas that would enhance the live case experience for those strategists lending 

the cases in business school settings include: rigorous engagement between faculty and live case 

strategists not only during but also before and after the programme, selecting live cases that are keen 

on participating and on owning the SP implementation, and managing live case strategists’ 

expectations by setting out that the primary objective of executive education is to enhance the 

learning of participants rather than to provide a state-of-the-art consulting intervention. 

A further challenge in using the live case methodology pertains to the participants’ 

experience and maturity, or lack thereof. Although those lending cases might benefit from a free or 

low-cost student analysis of their conundrum, organisations may be doubtful of their return on 

investment in terms of time and energy (Hough et al., 2014) if the students do not know their activity 

well. We found this to be less of a concern for this SP programme as its participants are mid- to 

senior-level professionals and executives currently working full-time. Although Banjo (2009) 

suggested that small businesses are more willing to collaborate with business schools for client-

sponsored projects, from the profile of the live case strategists participating in this SpP, we found 

that international and large organisations are no less keen on engaging with executive education 

programmes than other live case lenders are. This may be due to the seniority and profile of the SpP 

executive education participants but also perhaps because of the added benefit of learning from the 

experience and expertise of the reputed faculty members involved (Hough et al., 2014). 
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Finally, while much has been written and researched about the value of different educational 

offerings that employ the live case method, this has not been the primary focus of our paper. Yet, 

we do recognize that the live case method and the financial benefits accrued for the live case 

organisations by receiving free consulting by participants within an education setting, could be better 

negotiated between stakeholders and could take the form of scholarships for future iterations of the 

programme. On the flipside of this, in the case of non-profit organisations, the free consulting offered 

to them by lending their organisation as a case study accrues social benefits since many of these 

organisations may have not otherwise afforded such input, leading to the cocreation of possible 

solutions to some critical wicked problems (Sharma et al, 2022). 

Critical reflection 

It is important to reflect on the research process and this pedagogical engagement.  

On the research process, the authors had roles in designing, delivering, and subsequently 

evaluating the executive education scenarios programme. We know from prior research that people 

“sometimes act first before deducing their reasons for action in a post hoc manner” (Cushman, 2020; 

in Yong et al, 2021, p.783). Our case of post-hoc rationalization should not be confused with the 

deliberate search for justification of conclusions one already believes in (Schwitzgebel and Ellis, 

2017). Instead, it is aligned more with an abductive approach whereby our experience and 

observations inductively revealed hypotheses which we then sought to deductively test by collecting 

actual data, albeit retrospectively. Our theoretical assumptions about SP and its pedagogy, as 

outlined in the literature review, guided the research we report in this paper and before that, the 

pedagogical design of the programme itself. The intuitive logics approach of SP puts considerable 

emphasis on learning from the process, and relatively less on the use of the scenario outputs for 

direct decision-making (Bradfield et al., 2005), but our own work suggests that this is neither always 

the case nor necessarily the case, as is confirmed, in our data sample.  
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In a positivist epistemology, ideally, the research would have been outsourced to a neutral, 

objective, external team who had no prior involvement in the SpP. However, in social science, 

attending to the specifics of context matters, and this attention has been argued to be an important 

basis for understanding phenomena better (Flyvbjerg, 2001). Our epistemology is phenomenological 

(Ramirez et al., 2010) and we enjoy a long-standing understanding of the context in which the 

programme operated and evolved. The staggered involvement, with one co-author being part of the 

SpP throughout, the second joining several years later but then departing just around when the third 

co-author joined, and all three critically reflecting on each other’s experiences in co-authoring this 

paper affords fresh eyes over different time periods. This diversity of our own, contrasted, shared 

and examined experiences has helped us determine the programme's strengths and improve its 

weaknesses.  

We are very aware that we have focused in this study on organisational benefits and have 

mostly ignored the personal benefits to the live case clients. This study evaluates the perspectives of 

the non-classroom learners, and for simplicity and practicality, we focused on the SpP's action-based 

approach to learning, entailing reframing and reperceiving challenges to help addressing them. In 

paying attention to the action component of Kolb’s (1984) experiential learning theory, other parts 

which involve cognition and reflection have been downplayed in this research to remain focussed 

on evaluating the benefits the live case clients reported for their organisations. As programme 

designers and deliverers, we are cognizant that the SpP's design also entails reflection among the 

executives in the classroom (students) and the important role conversation plays in the SP process 

(Kayes, 2002; van der Heijden, 2005). During the week-long programme, reflection and 

conversation are centered on the executives in the classroom and comparatively, there is limited 

conversation afforded between the executives and the live-case clients. A month-long virtual 

offering was introduced during the Covid-19 pandemic, with live cases which we did not include in 
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the sample. Whether a week or month, it is not the same amount of reflection which takes place in 

actual client engagements with reflective practitioners (Schon, 1979). We are limited by the barter 

arrangement to demand too much time from the live case client professionals, lest it be deemed to 

too burdensome for them to even engage at all with the programme. 

Proponents of more holistic pedagogical approaches (e.g. Reynolds, 1999; Vince, 1998; 

Nonaka, 1994) suggest the benefits of scenarios as outputs depend on the whole engagement 

between students, faculty, and the live case clients. Indeed, one senior professional employed in a 

non-profit organisation had said: 

"But one of the ideas that emerged from a follow-up scenario day with [faculty] and not with 

the students at [Business School]) did become central to the charity's next 3-year strategy." 

(Case 20: small, UK-based, non-profit). 

Such instances reinforce the validity of our key claims that live cases can contribute to both 

actual reframing in the clients as well as to futures education. The underlying insight from our first 

proposition is that the benefits to organisations were found to be, in large part, commensurate to 

those outlined in the SP literature. The live case can also contribute to the future of education where 

a key lesson is that the value drawn can be built by enabling critical reflection by all stakeholders. 

The underlying insight from our second proposition is that the value drawn by the live case clients 

is interpreted in varying degrees and even differently in each specific case. Based on our empirical 

findings that there is positive value for live case clients in such programmes, we further propose that 

companies are willing to engage with business schools in this manner for mutual advantage. 

Business schools and their faculty take on added responsibility when managing these learning 

collaborations, requiring the affordance of time and resources so that all parties benefit.  

On the pedagogical engagement, managing the engagement is complicated and time-

consuming for universities and business schools specifically. Business school students benefit from 
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greater interaction with real organisations, but faculty must put in a lot of work to design and manage 

such interactions. The preceding quote shows that the onus of imparting value to live case clients is 

spread across both students and faculty, and that the timescale for impact does not end with the 

official end of pedagogy. Pre- and post-programme engagement by faculty may need to be accounted 

for in workload distributions, or at least acknowledged, by business school management.  

Complications can also arise from different interpretations of the benefits to students, 

faculty, and companies. Who benefits more and who less? Questions around the ethical and moral 

aspects of the practice can arise if the interpretations become too divergent, with some stakeholders 

seen to be taking advantage of others. Non-profits and charities may be open to engagement as a 

form of outreach to the public through engagement with business schools, but they may struggle 

with short-term operational concerns and limited resources, putting them at greater risk of not being 

able to fully acquire the benefits of the SP activity (as exemplified in the quotations shared in the 

qualitative findings). The outreach may only therefore have limited benefits to the companies. For-

profit organisations and large organisations may have plenty to benefit from the diversity of 

experiences offered by a class of experienced executives. But confidentiality concerns in respect of 

divulging weaknesses and/or secrets of success may stifle the amount of information-sharing needed 

to fully benefit from the engagement. Again, the role of faculty and the business schools to manage 

the engagement and the expectations of it becomes important here. 

 

Limitations  

This study has limitations with respect to the context and the research design. The SP 

executive education programme that we studied has a very specific design based on experiential 

learning, is brokered through a barter arrangement, and lasts only one-week (a five-week virtual 

version was produced during COVID-19, well after our sample period). It could well be that 
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programmes with other designs may not provide the same benefits to the lending organisations. 

Then, our study is situated in a top ranked university, which might attract better students and more 

experienced faculty. A halo-effect may lead companies to perceive greater benefit from lending their 

case to a highly-ranked university. The survey was based on a small number of live case studies 

(22), which limits the statistical robustness of the findings even if we obtained a high response rate. 

As noted earlier, we approached all 26 strategists over the nine years of the programme, with some 

strategists having since moved on and hence, not being accessible. The cut-off for data collection 

was 2015 to introduce a time lag that allowed participants time to absorb, make decisions, and reflect 

on the long-term outcomes of any SP related decisions. We also wanted to ensure live case lenders 

had had some time ‘off’ before burdening them with research-related requests beyond the regular 

programme feedback and marketing surveys business schools regularly send following any 

pedagogical engagement.  

We are aware of possible concerns associated with common method and recollection biases 

in our data. Respondents completed the questionnaire in one sitting. They rated their expectations 

of benefits to be received and then went back to rate their actual benefits in the same sitting. The 

‘expectation’ data were gathered ex-post-facto and not at the time in which the inputs from the 

programme were received. We designed the survey so that it could be completed within the very 

limited time busy executives can afford. Survey responses were completed by each client without 

direct influence from the researchers. Soliciting more in-depth data about each of the 13 benefits 

proved to be impractical, though we were able to partially overcome this by soliciting open-ended 

responses and follow-up interviews from respondents.  

Prior literature has covered mostly the benefits of the live case method to the students sitting 

in the programme classroom. Instead, we focused our research on the benefits reported by the live 

case clients for their organisations and companies. This study has highlighted the central role of the 
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faculty in setting this collaborative learning system and making it work. Research could next 

investigate the benefits to the faculty and how to maximise returns and rewards for them. In the 

effort to promote the impact of business schools for organisations and for society, the critical faculty 

role may end up being seen as unduly heavy for them. 

 

Conclusions 

Within an established strategy (scenario planning) programme in an executive education 

setting based on the live case method, we empirically assessed the benefits drawn by executive 

strategists from external organisations who lend their challenges to a business school to inform and 

ground experiential learning. To our knowledge, this is the first study with such a focus. We drew 

on the findings to suggest how scenario planning taught through the live case method can contribute 

to shaping the future of education as well as enhance the quality and add to the effectiveness of 

futures education.  

We found the live case method to be a pedagogical method that can help business schools 

engage with external stakeholders in ways that bring various parties together to co-produce 

knowledge and solutions to organisational and societal problems and offer rigour in learning as well 

as offer relevance for practice. However, the varying degrees of and type of benefits reported to 

have been drawn suggest that faculty using this approach must carefully design as well as manage 

the engagement and expectations of the live case strategists.   
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Figure 1. Interactions in the SP programme 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 1. Profile of strategists 

Profile  Profit Non-profit UK 
Non
-UK 

Senior 
level 

Mid-
level 

Approached 26 (31 minus 5 duplicates) 13 13 13 13 6 20 

Responses 

22 (26 minus 2 non-
responses and 2 who 
moved on) 10 12 11 11 6 16 

 
Table 2. Uses of scenario planning from the literature 

Use Source 

1. To help reframe your and / or your organisation’s understanding of 
issue or problem; 

Wilkinson and Ramirez, 2010 

2. To gather insights on your strategy and on the assumptions behind it; Schoemaker, 1993; 1995; Schwartz, 1996 
3. To get a glimpse of what possible futures might look like; Bunn and Salo, 1993 
4. To improve the quality of your strategic conversations; Bradfield et al., 2005; van der Heijden, 

2005. 
5. To better appreciate and manage ambiguity; Wack, 1985; Sutcliff and Weber, 2003 
6. To surface assumptions and make them discussable; Wack, 1985 
7. To correct decision-making biases; Schoemaker, 1993; 1995; Chermack, 2004 
8. To help surface misleading judgements; Finkelstein, Whitehead, and Campbell, 

2009 
9. To expand or reconfigure your network of stakeholders; Lang, 2012 
10. To assess values that are in dispute; Ramirez and Wilkinson, 2016 
11. To support more effective learning; de Geus, 1988; van der Heijden, 2005 
12. To contribute towards changing team roles; Islei, Lockett, and Naudé, 1999 
13. To build new social capital. Lang, 2012 
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Table 3. Descriptive statistics 
Statistic 1. To help 

reframe your 
and / or your 
organization's 
understanding 

of issue or 
problem; 

2. To gather 
insights on 

your 
strategy 

and on the 
assumptions 

behind it; 

3. To get a 
glimpse of 

what 
possible 
futures 

might look 
like; 

4. To improve 
the quality of 
your strategic 
conversations; 

5. To 
better 

appreciate 
and 

manage 
ambiguity; 

6. To 
surface 

assumptions 
and make 

them 
discussable; 

7. To 
correct 

decision-
making 
biases; 

8. To help 
surface 

misleading 
judgements; 

9. To expand 
or 

reconfigure 
your 

network of 
stakeholders; 

10. To 
assess 
values 

that are in 
dispute; 

11. To 
support 

more 
effective 
learning; 

12. To 
contribute 
towards 
changing 

team 
roles; 

13. To 
build 
new 

social 
capital 

Nbr. of 
observations 

22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 

Minimum 
(expected) 

2 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Minimum 
(actual) 

1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Maximum 
(expected) 

5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 5 5 5 4 5 

Maximum 
(actual) 

5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 

Freq. of min 
(expected) 

4 2 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 3 3 4 1 

Freq. of min 
(actual) 

1 4 1 1 2 2 3 5 3 4 5 7 5 

Freq. of max 
(expected) 

2 2 8 5 1 2 5 7 1 1 1 3 1 

Freq. of max 
(actual) 

3 4 5 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 4 4 3 

1st Quartile 
(expected) 

3.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 

1st Quartile 
(actual) 

3.00 3.00 3.25 3.00 2.00 2.25 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 

Median 
(expected) 

3.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.00 2.50 2.00 3.00 

Median (actual) 3.50 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 2.50 2.50 3.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 3.00 

3rd Quartile 
(expected) 

4.00 4.00 5.00 4.00 3.75 4.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 3.75 

3rd Quartile 
(actual) 

4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.75 3.75 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.75 3.00 

Mean (expected) 3.36 3.59 4.14 3.86 2.91 3.45 2.73 2.82 2.77 2.41 2.73 2.41 2.82 

Mean (actual) 3.41 3.59 3.73 3.45 2.82 2.95 2.45 2.36 2.68 2.23 2.36 2.14 2.45 
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Standard 
deviation (n-1)  

(expected) 

0.90 0.80 0.83 0.83 0.97 0.80 0.94 1.05 1.02 0.96 1.16 0.96 1.01 

Standard 
deviation (n-1) 

(actual) 

1.05 1.01 1.12 0.91 1.05 1.00 0.86 0.95 1.04 0.87 1.05 1.08 1.01 
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Table 4a. Correlation matrix for expected responses 
Variables 1 2 3  4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1 1 0.776 0.525  0.130 0.084 0.064 0.102 0.097 0.156 -0.166 0.092 -0.041 0.033 
2 0.776 1 0.626  0.368 0.102 0.297 0.256 0.095 0.236 -0.161 0.316 0.273 0.300 
3 0.525 0.626 1  0.475 0.025 0.211 0.084 0.031 0.286 -0.306 0.247 -0.020 0.204 
4 0.130 0.368 0.475  1 0.286 0.428 0.265 0.372 0.565 0.146 0.287 0.279 0.672 
5 0.084 0.102 0.025  0.286 1 0.160 0.759 0.730 0.502 0.534 0.163 0.054 0.425 
6 0.064 0.297 0.211  0.428 0.160 1 0.137 0.171 0.574 0.192 0.266 0.128 0.424 
7 0.102 0.256 0.084  0.265 0.759 0.137 1 0.753 0.479 0.578 0.175 0.217 0.413 
8 0.097 0.095 0.031  0.372 0.730 0.171 0.753 1 0.606 0.815 0.357 0.233 0.547 
9 0.156 0.236 0.286  0.565 0.502 0.574 0.479 0.606 1 0.538 0.442 0.137 0.631 

10 -0.166 -0.161 -0.306  0.146 0.534 0.192 0.578 0.815 0.538 1 0.328 0.357 0.470 
11 0.092 0.316 0.247  0.287 0.163 0.266 0.175 0.357 0.442 0.328 1 0.479 0.469 
12 -0.041 0.273 -0.020  0.279 0.054 0.128 0.217 0.233 0.137 0.357 0.479 1 0.353 
13 0.033 0.300 0.204  0.672 0.425 0.424 0.413 0.547 0.631 0.470 0.469 0.353 1 

 Values in bold are different from 0 with a significance level alpha=0.05 
Table 4b. Correlations matrix for actual responses 

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
1 1 0.816 0.536 0.734 0.454 0.366 0.412 0.383 0.154 0.258 0.258 0.463 0.108 
2 0.816 1 0.481 0.705 0.393 0.404 0.536 0.534 0.065 0.387 0.316 0.635 0.017 
3 0.536 0.481 1 0.649 0.431 0.285 0.233 0.219 0.129 0.198 0.399 0.251 0.133 
4 0.734 0.705 0.649 1 0.509 0.191 0.335 0.256 0.284 0.124 0.402 0.369 0.301 
5 0.454 0.393 0.431 0.509 1 0.566 0.698 0.484 0.234 0.574 0.337 0.302 0.338 
6 0.366 0.404 0.285 0.191 0.566 1 0.625 0.700 0.400 0.685 0.484 0.629 0.446 
7 0.412 0.536 0.233 0.335 0.698 0.625 1 0.807 0.382 0.735 0.389 0.576 0.276 
8 0.383 0.534 0.219 0.256 0.484 0.700 0.807 1 0.397 0.829 0.281 0.577 0.339 
9 0.154 0.065 0.129 0.284 0.234 0.400 0.382 0.397 1 0.145 0.435 0.325 0.821 

10 0.258 0.387 0.198 0.124 0.574 0.685 0.735 0.829 0.145 1 0.254 0.524 0.234 
11 0.258 0.316 0.399 0.402 0.337 0.484 0.389 0.281 0.435 0.254 1 0.560 0.520 
12 0.463 0.635 0.251 0.369 0.302 0.629 0.576 0.577 0.325 0.524 0.560 1 0.302 
13 0.108 0.017 0.133 0.301 0.338 0.446 0.276 0.339 0.821 0.234 0.520 0.302 1 

Values in bold are different from 0 with a significance level alpha=0.05
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Table 5a. Factor pattern using four principal components 
  F1 F2 F3 F4 

1. To help reframe your and / or your organisation's 
understanding of issue or problem; 0.222 

-
0.641 0.379 0.174 

2. To gather insights on your strategy and on the assumptions 
behind it; 0.446 

-
0.827 0.138 0.312 

3. To get a glimpse of what possible futures might look like; 0.295 
-

0.698 0.080 -0.154 

4. To improve the quality of your strategic conversations; 0.625 
-

0.276 -0.233 -0.274 
5. To better appreciate and manage ambiguity; 0.668 0.283 0.403 -0.041 

6. To surface assumptions and make them discussable; 0.449 
-

0.174 -0.233 -0.283 
7. To correct decision-making biases; 0.706 0.230 0.380 0.146 
8. To help surface misleading judgements; 0.828 0.360 0.246 0.082 

9. To expand or reconfigure your network of stakeholders; 0.806 
-

0.011 -0.066 -0.346 
10. To assess values that are in dispute; 0.658 0.603 -0.031 0.153 

11. To support more effective learning; 0.515 
-

0.112 -0.327 0.161 
12. To contribute towards changing team roles; 0.405 0.011 -0.520 0.558 
13. To build new social capital; (for instance to help you create 
new connections or establish new common ground with 
others?) 0.765 

-
0.019 -0.272 -0.142 

Values in bold correspond for each variable to the factor for which the squared cosine is the largest 
 

Table 5b. Factor pattern after Varimax rotation for expected and actual responses 
  D1 D2 D1 D2 
 Expected Actual 

1. To help reframe your and / or your organisation's 
understanding of issue or problem; 

-
0.025 0.678 0.154 0.837 

2. To gather insights on your strategy and on the assumptions 
behind it; 0.117 0.933 0.206 0.877 
3. To get a glimpse of what possible futures might look like; 0.022 0.758 0.132 0.612 
4. To improve the quality of your strategic conversations; 0.483 0.484 0.134 0.834 
5. To better appreciate and manage ambiguity; 0.725 -0.023 0.502 0.456 
6. To surface assumptions and make them discussable; 0.356 0.324 0.759 0.283 
7. To correct decision-making biases; 0.741 0.041 0.712 0.412 
8. To help surface misleading judgements; 0.902 -0.036 0.758 0.338 
9. To expand or reconfigure your network of stakeholders; 0.748 0.302 0.665 -0.026 
10. To assess values that are in dispute; 0.832 -0.324 0.704 0.265 
11. To support more effective learning; 0.440 0.290 0.502 0.288 
12. To contribute towards changing team roles; 0.381 0.136 0.552 0.445 
13. To build new social capital; (for instance to help 
you create new connections or establish new common ground 
with others?) 0.707 0.294 0.753 -0.089 
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Table 6. Expected versus actual value for each benefit of scenario planning 
Use EXPECTED ACTUAL AVERAGE CHANGE 

1. To help reframe your and / or your organisation’s 
understanding of issue or problem; 

82% 82% 82% 0 

2. To gather insights on your strategy and on the 
assumptions behind it; 

91% 82% 87% -9% 

3. To get a glimpse of what possible futures might look 
like; 

95% 82% 89% -14% 

4. To improve the quality of your strategic conversations; 95% 86% 91% -9% 
5. To better appreciate and manage ambiguity; 64% 59% 62% -5% 
6. To surface assumptions and make them discussable; 91% 73% 82% -18% 
7. To correct decision-making biases; 59% 50% 55% -9% 
8. To help surface misleading judgements; 64% 50% 57% -14% 
9. To expand or reconfigure your network of stakeholders; 59% 59% 59% 0 
10. To assess values that are in dispute; 41% 32% 37% -9% 
11. To support more effective learning; 50% 41% 46% -9% 
12. To contribute towards changing team roles;  45% 27% 36% -18% 
13. To build new social capital; (for instance to help 
you create new connections or establish new common 
ground with others?) 

55% 55% 55% 0 

6, 12:   -18%  decline in actual value experienced compared to expected 
3, 8:   -14%  decline in actual value experienced compared to expected 
2, 4, 7, 10, 11:  -9%  decline in actual value experienced compared to expected 
5:   -5%  decline in actual value experienced compared to expected 
1, 9, 13:  0% No change 
 
Table 7a.  Aggregate responses for Chi-square Test 
13 QUESTIONS 
COMBINED Expected count Actual count Expected % Actual % 
1 Not at all 19 39 7% 14% 
2 Little 71 76 25% 27% 
3 Somewhat 89 85 31% 30% 
4 Much 83 70 29% 24% 
5 A great deal 24 16 8% 6% 
total 286 286   

H0: There is no difference between the expected & actual benefits realised from the SP 
Chi Test: 2.76911E-05p ≤ 0.05; Reject null; there is significant difference. 
 
Table 7b. Merged responses for Chi-square Test 
MERGED Expected count Actual count Expected % Actual % 
No (1 and 2 options) 90 115 31% 40% 
Yes (3 to 5 options) 196 171 69% 60% 

Chi Test: 0.001456208p ≤ 0.05 Reject null; again, suggests there is a significant difference between the 
expected and actual benefits. 
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Table 8. Number of open-ended responses in support of uses of scenario planning  
BENEFIT EXAMPLE QUOTE NO 

1. To help reframe your and / 
or your organisation’s 
understanding of issue or 
problem; 

Asking the question in a different way prompted 
colleagues to offer newer and more divergent insights 
on standard issues. We avoided the standard answer 
to a standard question routine. 

7 

2. To gather insights on your 
strategy and on the assumptions 
behind it; 

To generate a strategic input to our executive team for 
long term company strategy 

13 

3. To get a glimpse of what 
possible futures might look 
like; 

The framework of addressing the future now and then 
getting ready for it 

8 

4. To improve the quality of 
your strategic conversations; 

To improve our communication on developing in-
house prospective/foresight capacity 

7 

5. To better appreciate and 
manage ambiguity; 

It was challenging to translate the scenarios activity 
and their impact to other Board members and senior 
staff - but people were fascinated and at the same time 
a little confused as to what to do with them. 

4 

6. To surface assumptions and 
make them discussable; 

They were meant to provide us with different future 
context for how our issues and approach would fare 
in a changing world, given a variety of assumptions 
we had never considered. 

6 

7. To correct decision-making 
biases; 

To challenge the boundaries of our thinking.  To 
challenge the level of the Board's ambitions. 

6 

8. To help surface misleading 
judgements; 

Thought we had cracked it, scenarios activity made us 
think again and be more radical 

5 

9. To expand or reconfigure 
your network of stakeholders; 

Incredibly worthwhile - being exposed to such a range 
of extremely bright people from a mixture of different 
countries and different sectors produced an intensity 
of debate and challenge that was very powerful. 

6 

10. To assess values that are in 
dispute; 

-- -- 

11. To support more effective 
learning; 

Create a disciplined approach to thinking more deeply 
and writing up the development and impact of the 
programme 

7 

12. To contribute towards 
changing team roles;  

--  

13. To build new social capital; 
(for instance to help you create 
new connections or establish 
new common ground with 
others?) 

I could see the connections within a wider network 
that I needed to engage. 

5 
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Appendix / Supplementary Information 
SURVEY: Scenarios Programme  
 

• Step 1: Please select to what extent you on behalf of your organisation EXPECTED to benefit from 
scenarios in the following ways (i.e., when you got home): 

• Step 2: Please select to what extent you on behalf of your organisation ACTUALLY benefitted from 
scenarios in the following ways (i.e., when you got home): 

 
1 Not at all / 2 Little / 3 Somewhat / 4 Much / 5 A great deal 

1. To help reframe your and/or your organisation’s understanding of issue or 
problem 

1          2          3          4          5 

2. To gather insights on your strategy and on the assumptions behind it 1          2          3          4          5 
3. To get a glimpse of what possible futures might look like 1          2          3          4          5 
4. To improve the quality of your strategic conversations 1          2          3          4          5 
5. To better appreciate and manage ambiguity 1          2          3          4          5 
6. To surface assumptions and make them discussable 1          2          3          4          5 
7. To correct decision-making biases 1          2          3          4          5 
8. To help surface misleading judgements 1          2          3          4          5 
9. To expand or reconfigure your network of stakeholders  1          2          3          4          5 
10. To assess values that are in dispute 1          2          3          4          5 
11. To support more effective learning 1          2          3          4          5 
12. To contribute towards changing team roles 1          2          3          4          5 
13. To build new social capital; (for instance to help you create new connections 
or establish new common ground with others?) 

1          2          3          4          5 

14. Were there other ways in how you, your colleagues or your organisation 
expected / actually to benefit / benefitted? 

________________________ 

 
Open ended: 
15. Before the programme commenced, what purpose and use were the scenarios meant to serve? 
16. After the programme, how were the scenarios actually used? 
17. How did your original aims and objectives for participating in the SP change, if at all, once you took the 
scenarios home?  
18. How would you establish the “value” derived by you from the scenarios to justify the investment in "lending 
your case" to the SP? (for instance time to prepare, to travel to and from visiting us, and to be here.) 
19. What additional investment was made by your organisation into further scenarios work? 
20. Did your experience with us in ____ and with the scenarios that were produced for you open up new lines of 
inquiry? Yes / No 
21. If you answered yes to new lines of inquiry had been opened up, what were these? 
22. Were there any expectations that were unmet by the scenarios? 
23. Would you recommend others to lend their case to the SP? Yes / No / Ambivalent 
24. Why yes, no, or ambivalent? 
25. Can we approach you during our analysis if we have further questions? Yes / No 
26. Any special requests with regards to confidentiality or anonymity 
27. If there were other colleagues from your organisation who attended the SP, we would like to forward this 
survey to them as well. If this is OK with you, may we have their email address(es) or other contact info? 
 

 


